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REALITY
Where there are buyers
There are sellers
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M.C.A. 97-3-54.1(1)(a) & (b)
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M.C.A. 97-3-54.1(1)(c)
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Any person with reasonable cause to suspect a
minor is a trafficked person shall report to:
(1) CPS through the child abuse hotline
◦ CPS to immediately notify law enforcement in proper
jurisdiction
◦ CPS to commence investigation into allegations of
abuse/neglect



(2) HT Coordinator in AG’s Office
◦ Calling the National Human Trafficking Hotline will
result in a report to the HT Coordinator
 1-800-373-7888
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Runaway and throwaway children
◦ America’s newest homeless class
◦ 1.6 million kids run away from home each year

Children from broken/dysfunctional homes
 Children who have been sexually abused in their
homes
 Children in foster care or those aging out
 Children with dependency issues such as
drugs/alcohol
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Schools
Juvenile Courts
Bus Stations
Internet
o The reach of
recruiters is now
Unlimited
o Social Media
o Apps
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(1) Recruiting method by trafficker
(2) Means of control by trafficker
(3) Coping mechanism employed by victim
(4) Familial sex trafficking resulting from a
parent’s desperation to sustain the addiction
(5) An addiction by either or both parents
resulting in child entering foster care system
thereby increasing chance that child will be
targeted by a trafficker
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•
•
•

Threatens to cut the supply of drugs
Preys on victim’s fear of withdrawal
In federal prosecution of her trafficker, the victim testified
that the defendant, after watching her suffer through the
onset of the excruciating physical and psychological
withdrawal symptoms, would compel her to serve another
prostitution client by saying,

“I’ll give you one pill. I’m not going to give you another
until you get up and go to work. And you know you
need another.”
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Whether the addiction developed before or after
entry into the commercial sex industry, victims
often sustain the abuse to mask the pain of
repeated victimization.
“Opioids helped me to ‘leave the building’ when
performing sex with a bunch of strangers.”
--Sex Trafficking Survivor, Audrey
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•

Trafficking survivors describing the removal of
opioids from their lives:
It was the loss of a relationship. It was something that
was there for them, something they could rely on. It
was dependable. It did not ask anything of them.

Once clean, the trauma memories surface so instead of
feeling better when they get clean, survivors start having
nightmares, start having flashes of memory they had
buried under the fog of the addiction and these trauma
symptoms make them want the drug more than ever.
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•

A drug addicted parent loses his or her job and other
supports, and spirals downward into addiction.
With nothing left to sell or steal, the addict decides to sell
their partner or child for drugs or money.

SEVERELY UNDERREPORTED
OFTEN GOES UNRECOGNIZED AS HUMAN
TRAFFICKING
15
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Parents addicted to drugs have trouble taking care of their
kids. So, what often happens to these children?





According to U.S. Dept. of Health & Human Services:

•
•


The number of children in foster care nationally increased by more than
10% between 2012 and 2016
Consensus is that the increase is largely due to the ongoing opioid
epidemic.

MS has just under 5000 children in foster care as of
3/31/18, which is a 17% reduction in 12 months.
--Stats from MDCPS
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60% of child sex trafficking victims have a history in the
child welfare system.
Traffickers recruit foster youth directly from group homes
with false promises of money and a family structure.
Homelessness is a key contributor to trafficking of youth.

◦ Foster children who have runaway, aged-out of the system, or
otherwise find themselves on the streets are at a greater risk of
being trafficked.
◦ 1 out of every 3 teens on the street will be lured toward the sex
industry within 48 hours of leaving home
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Fields used Oxycontin and Dilaudid to coerce girls into sex trafficking.
He would target girls who already had an addiction or who were already on the
streets.
One of his victims (age 19) was rescued during a sting operation. She was in
possession of a piece of paper with 2 columns titled “owed and “paid.”
When she met Fields she was a recreational drug user. Fields introduced her to
opioids. He showed her how to crush them and inject them for a quicker high
leading to her opioid addiction.
She was injecting 30-35 pills per day that included Oxycodone, Xanax,
Adderall, Soma, methadone, morphine and Dilaudid.
Once addicted, Fields told her that she would have to prostitute for him until
she worked off the debt she owed him for the pills. This created an unending
cycle of exploitation and addiction for the victim, and a continuous profit for
Fields.
The victim told agents that Fields would force feed pills down her throat at
times and at other times he would stop the flow of pills, which would induce
violent physical withdrawal symptoms. Fields would also become physically
violent if she ever attempted to decline performing acts of prostitution.
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In a search of Fields’ house, agents recovered 8,900 pills, including
Oxycodone, Alprazolam, Cariprodal, and Adderall. They also
recovered other drugs that would be used in combination with
controlled substances to create a “prescription cocktail” used to
achieve a certain high or to fend off withdrawal symptoms.
Fields filled 11,865 prescriptions for pain pills including 4200
dosage units of Oxycodone.
The prosecution introduced this evidence at trial to prove that Fields
“cultivated the victims’ drug addiction, controlled their access to
prescription drugs, and manipulated the victims debt to him as
part of a scheme to first entice and then coerce the victims to
engage, or continue to engage, in commercial sex.”
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First case where the trial court was presented with an argument that
the “creation, exacerbation, and manipulation of the victims’
opioid addictions” satisfied the federal human trafficking element
of “force, fraud or coercion.”
The court specifically found that the threat of withdrawal sickness
constitutes serious psychological harm that could compel a
reasonable person of the same background and in the same
circumstances to perform or to continue performing commercial
sexual activity in order to avoid incurring that harm.
Fields was sentenced to 34 years. Conviction was upheld on appeal.
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Often running from something & have a history of being in &
out of programs
Pimp’s job is to get the young person to see the world through
his eyes and to view everyone as an enemy but him
The pimp is the rescuer

◦ They believe he loves them; he provides food, shelter, drugs
◦ And, for a young person, a sense of freedom—in their minds, they can
come and go as they please

Young victims think they are in control. This is part of the
manipulation

◦ They don’t see themselves as victims
◦ They tend to be very loyal to the trafficker & do not trust the people
who try to help them

They are more likely to talk about the substance abuse but
often will not talk about the trafficking
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88% of sex trafficking victims have come into
contact with a healthcare provider during
their victimization
More than half of those who sought medical
treatment did so through the emergency
department.
In a hospital setting, sex trafficking victims
often go unnoticed as victims when they
present with a clear substance abuse problem
or overdose.
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Significantly older boyfriend
Evidence of controlling
behavior
Travel with older male (not
guardian)
Excess amount of cash
Chronic runaway
Inconsistent stories
Multiple delinquency charges
Homelessness










Lives in hotels or is
constantly roaming from
place to place
Has new “sisters” or “sister
wives” who share her
“boyfriend” or live with her
Identifies with trafficker and
his criminal life style
Strong feelings of love or
loyalty to trafficker
In real or created debt to
trafficker
Lies about age/possesses false
ID
26
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New high-end clothing
Hotel keys
Prepaid credit cards
Child has in-depth
knowledge of streets
Child thinks adult life and
independence greatest value
Isolation from friends &
family
Multiple phones or social
media accounts





They speak the street lingo:
stable, family, Daddy,
incalls, outcalls, turned out,
the life, etc.
Changes in the child’s
appearance, friend groups,
socio-economic status, level
of sexualization, activities,
relationship to authority
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Substance abuse issues
Poor mental health or
abnormal behavior
◦ Exhibits unusually fearful,
anxious, depressed, submissive,
tense, or nervous/paranoid
behavior
◦ Exhibits fearful or anxious
behavior at any reference to
“law enforcement”
◦ Avoids eye contact
◦ Exhibits a flat affect









Descriptions of multiple
sexual partners
Overtly sexual online
profile/sexually provocative
pictures on phone or online
accounts
3rd party control of identity
documents
Gang signs/affiliation
Special marked tattoos
◦ Back of neck, underarm, ankle,
above breasts and/or vaginal line
◦ Matching tattoos w/suspect
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1-888-373-7888
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Mississippi Attorney General’s Office
Bureau of Victim Assistance
P. O. Box 220
Jackson, MS 39205
601-359-6766 or 1-800-829-6766
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